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The purpose of this paper is to give a brief survey of certain special 
but rather important topologies that occur in functional analysis, 
topologies that have applications in approximation theory, analytic 
function theory, the spectral analysis of bounded continuous functions, 
probability and topological measure theory, interpolation theory, and 
certain aspects of C*-algebra theory. An attempt is made here to define 
“strict,” “weighted,” and “mixed” topologies in a reasonably general 
way, so that most of the interesting theory and examples are included. 
The meaning attached here, particularly for strict, may be more inclusive 
than that traditionally encountered in the rather extensive literature. 
For example, most of the important weighted and mixed topologies, 
and certain Hausdorff inductive limit topologies that have arisen lately, 
as well as the traditional strict topology, will be strict topologies (in our 
sense). To balance this somewhat broad interpretation of strict topology, 
we restrict ourselves to three basic situations where the underlying 
vector space is either (1) a space of continuous real or complex valued 
functions on a completely regular Hausdorff space X, (2) the double 
centralizer algebra M(A) of a C *-algebra A, or (3) the double centralizer 
algebra r(K) of Pedersen’s ideal K of a C*-algebra A. This means we 
include very little discussion of a fairly large body of work on strict 
topologies on Banach modules, although a number of references are 
made to them here. Some attempt will be made to provide both historical 
motivation for these topologies and a comprehensive exposition of some 
of the more interesting applications. In fact, applications will be 
emphasized since no really cohesive theory has yet arisen. 
* This research was supported in part by NSF. Grant GP-20866-A X:0. 1. 
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An obvious point of departure (at least from our point of view) is 
the Riesz-Markoff theorem: The Banach space dual of C,(S) (= the 
supremum normed commutative C*-algebra of all complex valued 
continuous functions that vanish at infinity on the locally compact 
Hausdorff space 5’) is Mb(S), the variation normed Banach space of 
bounded Radon measures on S. We are thus considering the pairing 
(f, P>, where f E C,,(S), P E J&(S), and (f, PELT = Jf dp (here and 
throughout, references for topological vector space concepts are as in 
the standard references, e.g., [74]). A question of some interest, first 
examined by Buck in [l 1, 131 is the following: Does there exist a complex 
vector space V containing C,(S) and a Hausdorff locally convex topology 
(= LCS topology) p on V so that the topological dual (V, /3)’ of (I’, p) 
is M,(S)? He showed V could be taken to be C,(S), all bounded 
continuous complex valued functions on S, and p to be the topology 
for which f + // qf jjm , f E C,(S), F E C,,(S) gives a defining family of 
seminorms (11 IjT = p su remum norm). Buck called /3 the strict topology 
and besides making a reasonably detailed study of the topological 
algebra (GAS), P), raised three especially interesting questions (actually 
question (2) was first posed in [18, p. 1671): (1) What are the bounded 
sets and convergent sequences of (C,(S), b) ? (2) If /3’ = the finest 
LCS topology on C,(S) agreeing with p on p (or norm) bounded sets, 
is p’ = ,8? (3) Is ,8 the finest LCS topology on C,(S) having Mb(S) as 
dual ? The last question may be phrased: “1s (C,(S), fl) a Muckey spnce ?” 
These and allied problems (Buck earlier in [12] had suggested possible 
uses of /3 in analytic function theory and Herz in [45] has rephrased some 
earlier work of Beurling [5] on spectral analysis in terms of p) have 
generated considerable activity since 1960 and have led to a study of 
generalizations of these topologies to Banach modules, strict topologies 
on double centralizer algebras, weighted and strict topologies on spaces 
of continuous functions, and a renewed interest in the mixed topologies 
of Wiweger [107]. Ironically, only a few results appear in the literature 
that deal with the applications of strict topologies in Harmonic analysis 
(e.g., see the first part of Section 4 below), although such results seem to 
have been the earliest that make use of these topologies. On the other 
hand, extensive use has been made and is now being made of both strict 
and weighted topologies in the other areas of application: approximation 
theory, analytic function theory, probability and topological measure 
theory, interpolation theory, and applications to a study of C*-algebras. 
It is to these aspects of the theory that we address ourselves primarily. 
First, however, we give some preliminary discussion (Section 1) and our 
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rather general definitions (Section 2) of strict topologies. In the second 
section, we also define weighted and mixed topologies. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
Throughout this paper, S is a locally compact Hausdorff space, X is 
a completely regular Hausdorff space, C,(S) is the commutative C*- 
algebra of all continuous complex valued functions on S that vanish at 
infinity, C,(X) is the bounded continuous scalar valued (real or complex) 
functions on X, A is not necessarily commutative C*-algebra, Icl(il) is 
(resp. r(K)) the double centralizer algebra of A (resp. of Pedersen’s 
ideal K of iz), and Mb(S) is the Banach space of bounded Radon measures 
on S. In Section 3, we introduce and examine several significant classes 
of Baire (and Borel) measures on X that arise naturally, namely, the tight, 
T-additive, separable, and u-additive measures, denoted (respectively) 
by M, , XT7 , M, or M’, and n/l, . Of course, it is understood that for 
each 7 = t, 7, S or (r, M, 1 &f,,(X). 
If E is an LCS (locally convex T, topological vector space), E’ will 
denote its dual space of continuous linear functionals, and if a different 
LCS topology t occurs on E, (E, t)’ will be used. For example, the Mnckey 
problem for E is the following: Is the given topology on E the finest 
LCS topology t on E such that E’ = (E, t)’ ? Another problem of interest 
that arises is in determining when a space X is Prohorov, i.e., when a 
weak” compact set of (E, t)’ consisting of positive measures is equi- 
continuous on (E, t), where E = C,(X) and t is the substrict topology 
PO on E. The connection between these two problems is perhaps best 
seen by recalling the well-known characterization of Mackey spaces: 
(E, t) is a Mackey space iff each weak* compact absolutely convex subset 
of (E, t)’ is t equicontinuous. Another related problem is to find con- 
ditions that ensure (E, t) is a strong Mackey space, i.e., each relatively 
weak* countably compact subset of (E, t)’ is t equicontinuous. 
2. DEFINITION OF STRICT, MIXED, AND WEIGHTED TOPOLOGIES 
As mentioned above, the first use of the word strict with reference to 
a topology was by Buck in [I 1, 131, although Herz in [45] also used the 
term and indicated that both Beurling and Domar were familiar with 
these or like topologies. All these mathematicians first defined the strict 
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topology as a weighted topology, although the word was not yet in use 
(see Introduction for Buck’s definition). Herz [45] gave an alternative 
description that in virtue of [107, Theorem 3.1. I] showed that /3 on 
C,(S) is a mixed topology. We now give our versions of these three 
types of topologies. The reader will note that these definitions are not 
(in the case of strict and mixed) the same as those originally given: The 
strict definition is more general and the mixed one slightly less general. 
2.1. DEFINITION OF STRICT TOPOLOGY. Let E be an LCS with 
topology t and denote by t’ the finest LCS topology on E agreeing with 
t on t bounded sets (such a topology always exists and has a base at 
zero consisting of all absolutely convex sets W so that B a t bounded 
set implies that there is an absolutely convex t neighborhood I/’ (= V,,,) 
of zero so that V n B C IV n B). This LCS topology t’ is the strict 
topology of (E, t) or the strict topology on E generated by t. 
An early and fairly comprehensive study of such topologies appears 
in [16], where, for example, the Grothendieck completion of a barrelled 
[74] LCS, E, is simply (E’, t’)‘, where t is the weak* topology of E’. 
It is also shown in [39, Theorem 31 that the topology on any (DF) space 
is the strict topology. 
2.2. DEFINITION OF WEIGHTED TOPOLOGY. Here, the space E = E, 
is a subspace of the continuous scalar valued functions on X and is 
determined at the same time the weighted topology wy is determined. 
We have a Nachbin family V of functions on X (the term is Summers’, 
[89, go]), i.e., a family V of nonnegative upper-semicontinuous (u.s.c.) 
functions on X such that U, v E V and h > 0 implies there is w E V 
so that Xu < w and hv < w (pointwise). The weighted space E,. and 
weighted topology wy are then defined as follows: E, = all continuous 
scalar valued functions f on X such that fv is bounded and vanishes at 
infinity for every 2, E V (f v vanishes at infinity means {x t X: 
If(x)I $4 3 4 is relatively compact for all E > 0), and wy is that 
topology on E, whose seminorms are given by f- jlfv /lori , v E V, 
f E E,; , where IIfv Iirn = supremum norm offv. 
In Sections 2.4 and 5, we mention extensions of 2.2 to non-Abelian 
settings. 
2.3. DEFINITION OF MIXED TOPOLOGY. As remarked above, our 
definition here is somewhat less general than Wiweger’s [107] and in 
fact, is exactly that given by Cooper in [25]. Let (E, t) be an LCS, and 
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let t* be another LCS topology on E so that t* < t (hence, t bounded 
sets are t* bounded). Suppose also that (E, t) is a (DF) space [39] with 
a base for t bounded sets consisting of a sequence (B?J of absolutely 
convex t bounded sets B, so that B, + B, C B,+l for all n and each B, 
is t* closed. Under these conditions, the mixed topology m = m(E, t*, t) 
on E is that LCS topology whose base at zero consists of all sets of the 
form Uz==, [(U* n 4) t- (Uz* n B,) + **a + (Un* n B,J, where 
{&*} is a sequence of absolutely convex t* neighborhoods of zero. 
2.4. CONNECTIONS BETWEEN THESE TOPOLOGIES. In [25, Propo- 
sition I], Cooper shows that each mixed topology m = m(E, t*, t) is the 
strict topology of (E, m), so that every mixed topology is a strict topology. 
The question (is p = ,/3’ on C,(S) ?) mentioned in the Introduction, has 
been answered affirmatively and independently by several different 
mathematicians (see [26], [55, Proposition 21 in conjunction with [23, 
Theorem 2.21, [107, 2.2.2 and 3.1.11, [25, Propositions 1 and 3]), so this 
says the topology /3 of Buclz is the strict topology of (C,(S), /?), and is the 
finest LCS topology on C,(S) agreeing with the compact-open topology 
on norm balls. By its very definition (and the fact [13, Lemma 41 that 
if V = C,(S)+ = all nonnegative functions in C,,(S), then E,. = C,,(S)), 
the original /3 of Buck is a weighted topology. As mentioned earlier, 
Herz [45], remarked that /3 is also a mixed topology (and Cooper shows 
this also in [25, Proposition 3]), so p is a strict, weighted, and mixed 
topology. 
Recent developments have focused attention on three main generali- 
zations of Buck’s topology, namely, (1) in generalizations to the double 
centralizer algebra M(A) of a C*-algebra A or to the double centralizer 
algebra r(K) of Pedersen’s ideal K of A (see [15, 31, 32, 53, 54, 57, 
98loo]), (2) in general weighted spaces and weighted topologies in 
function spaces a la 2.2 (see [6-8, 65567, 70, 89-971, and (3) in various 
generalizations of Buck’s topology to C,(X), the bounded continuous 
scalar valued functions on a completely regular (not necessarily locally 
compact) Hausdorff space (see [25, 33, 35, 40, 41, 44, 46, 59, 63, 64, 
82, 84, 92, 97, 102, 105-1071). 
In (1), we regard (M(A), p) as the non-Abelian version of (C,(S), p) 
and (p(K), K) as the non-Abelian analog of (C(S), compact-open): 
C(S) = all continuous scalar valued functions on S. Here, Taylor in 
[98, p. 6381 shows that /3 on M(A), defined initially as a weighted topology 
given by the seminorms x + max(il ax 11, /I xa II), x E M(A), a E A+-, is 
the strict topology of (M(A), p). It also follows from his results easily 
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that /3 = m(M(A), t*, t), where t is the norm topology of M(A) and 
t* is the topology on M(A) defined by any fixed bounded approximate 
identity {eA : h E A} for A according to the formula: x, + x(t*) iff 
II eA(xa - x>li -a 0 and ll(x, - 4 eA II -a 0, for all h E A (in case A = C,,(S) 
so that M(A) = C,(S), th en t* would be the compact-open topology 
of G(S)). In (2), most of the interesting locally convex spaces of con- 
tinuous functions occur, and have their best applications to approxi- 
mation theory, expecially to the weighted approximation problem 
[66, 93, 941. s f o ar as we know, virtually nothing has been done regarding 
the general problem as to when a weighted topology is a strict or mixed 
one, although it frequently is (see, for example, the theorem later in this 
section). One result along these lines is that of Prolla [70], which says 
that an?/ LCS is topologically isomorphic with a subspace of some 
weighted space, a result that unhappily seems of little use. In (3), early 
work in probability and topological measure theory [55, 1031 led Sentilles 
[82] and Sentilles-Wheeler [84] to define four topologies f = & , 
/3, p, and /3i on C,(X) so that (C,(X) 5)’ yields four important and widely 
studied spaces of Baire measures, namely, M, , A& , M, , and M,, (see 
[3, 4, 28, 33, 35, 38, 4244, 46, 49-51, 55, 56, 60-64, 72, 73, 92, 102, 
103, 105, 1061; more will be said about these and allied spaces in Sec- 
tion 3 below). The substrict topology &, is strict, mixed, and weighted 
[25, 35,46, 92, 1021, exactly as in Buck’s case, where X is locally compact. 
The most general work here seems to be that of Mosiman, where he 
proves [63, Proposition 2.41 each of his topologies j3L on C,(X) satisfies 
& < b < pL < norm and each /IL is a strict topology in our sense. 
Further, [63, Th eorem 6.11 each of /3, p, , and pi is /3L for appropriate L 
(here L is a collection of compact subsets of /3X\X and pL is defined as 
the inductive limit [74] of the spaces [(C&?X\Q), so), To], where 
/?X = the Stone-Tech compactification of X, Q EL, p, is Buck’s 
topology on C,(pX\Q), and To : C&?x\Q) -+ C,(X) is restriction. This 
procedure generalizes the method introduced by Sentilles in [82] to 
obtain /I and /3,). In this setting, we record the following simple theorem: 
(C,(X), pL) is a weighted space $f fiL = PO . Since one way is clear from 
the preceding remark, it suffices to show that if (C,(X), pL) = (E, , WV) 
for a Nachbin family U on X, then /3= = &, . Now, 1 E C,(X) = E, , 
so u E U implies {x E X: U(x) 3 > 6 is relatively compact for each E > 0, 
hence, U 2 V = the Nachbin family of all nonnegative upper semi- 
continuous functions that vanish at infinity. By [89, Theorem 3.11 
(with E = C,(X)), E, C E, = E and the restriction of pL = wu to 
E, is <wy. But, by [92, p. 1921, E = E, and wv = /3,, , so & < ,6, < 
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coy = p,, , and jgL. = & . Thus, it follows that (the always strict topology) 
pL is weighted implies flL is also mixed (since &, is). However, nothing seems 
to be known in general about when the topologies /IL are mixed. Of 
course, this is true when /IL = PO and it is this fact (more accurately, 
the theorem above) that we use below in our discussion of applications 
of strict topologies to topological measure theory. 
3. APPLICATIONS TO TOPOLOGICAL MEASURE THEORY 
The papers of Le Cam [55] and Varadarajan [IO31 are especially 
important to us here from both a historical, motivational, and mathe- 
matical viewpoint, and serve as the point of departure for this section. 
Le Cam introduced [55, p. 2121 the spaces of tight, T-additive, and 
u-additive functionals on C,(X), and made an extensive study of weak* 
compactness of subsets and weak* convergence of sequences in these 
spaces of functionals. Varadarajan [103] obtained integral representations 
of these functionals in terms of tight, T-additive, and a-additi1.e (Baire) 
measures (see also [82, p. 31333141) an continued and extended some d 
of these investigations, as did Knowles [51], Moran [60-621, Granirer 
[38], Dudley [28], Kirk [49, 501, Leger and Soury [56], Rome [72, 731, 
Haydon [42-441, Buchwalter [ 141, and Berruyer-Ivol [3, 41. Le Cam 
[55, Proposition 21 introduced a topology T, on C,(X) that gave M, as 
dual: The topology of uniform convergence on the norm-bounded 
and tight (or uniformly tight) subsets of M, , where H is uniformly tight 
if e > 0 implies th ere is compact k-, so that ; p : (X\K,) < E for all 
p E H. Here, we regard the p’s as Bore1 measures (see [33]). Le Cam 
[55, Proposition 21 showed that T, is the finest LCS topology agreeing 
with the compact-open topology on norm balls, and showed [55, propo- 
sition 31 that when X is locally compact and u-compact, then (C,(X), T,) 
is a strong Mackey space. Conway independently in [23, Theorem 2.21, 
again for locally compact X, described the /3 equicontinuous subsets 
of M, as the norm-bounded uniformly tight ones. This, together with 
[55, Proposition 21 yields ,f3’ = /3. Conway also showed (C,(X), /3) is a 
strong Mackey space when X is locally compact paracompact [23, 
Theorem 2.61, and in [24], obtained some quite general results on con- 
vergence of sequences of tight measures, including as a corollary an 
interpolation theorem of Bade [2]. 
The early work of Buck, Le Cam, and Varadarajan led somewhat later 
to the introduction by Sentilles in [82] and Fremlin-Garling-Haydon 
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independently in [33] of the topologies /3,, /I, and /?i (called T, , T, , 
and T, by the latter) on C,(X) that yield as dual spaces the spaces of 
measures IM, , ./k& , and MO , respectively (in between, some partial 
results along these lines were obtained by Van Rooij [102], Summers 
[92], and Hoffman-Jorgensen [46]). 
At this point, because of the importance of these topologies, both as 
a unifying force and as a tool in the study of topological measure theory, 
we pause to formally state some of the major results. We also include 
some examples and proofs of results (here and in later sections). 
At several places, the “I” trick” (sometimes called the “method of the 
gliding or sliding hump”) is used, e.g., see the proofs below of 
Theorems 3.5(b), 3.6(c), and 5.6(c, i). First, we give the definitions of 
A y A PI , and P, . 
DEFINITION 3.1. The topology /3s on C,(X) is the finest LCS 
topology agreeing with K, the compact-open topology, on norm-bounded 
sets. The topology /3 (resp. /3i) is the topology /IL on C,(X) (see 2.4 
above), where L = all compact subsets of pX\X (resp. L = all zero sets 
of pX\X). Finally, /3, is the finest LCS topology on C,(X) agreeing with 
K on the uniformly bounded and equicontinuous subsets of C,(X). 
DEFINITION 3.2. Following Moran [60-621, we say X is measure 
compact (resp. strongly measure compact) if MO = M, (resp. iPi,, = M,). 
After Mosiman-Wheeler in [64], we say X is /3 simple if /I0 = pi . 
Remark 3.3. We shall use freely in the sequel the various versions 
of & (which were mentioned in 2.4 above). For example, & is given by 
the families P and 2 of seminorms 1146, 921, where 4 E 2 iff there is a 
strictly increasing sequence {a,> of positive scalars and an increasing 
sequence {K,} of compact sets so that 
Q(f) = SUP{(%) IlfllK* : n = 1, 2, 3Y.1 
and p E 9 iff there is a nonnegative 21 so that {x E X: z(x) 3 E> is compact 
for each E > 0 and p(f) = ilfv lIn, all f e C,(X). Here, of course, 
Ilf IIK = SUPOf (XII : x E Ei. 
In the remainder of this section, X will be a completely regular 
Hausdorff space, unless otherwise specified. 
THEOREM 3.4. Let X and & , /3, PI , and 8, be de$ned as above. Then: 
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(a) (G(X), A) = Jfi, (GW, 8’ = MT y (G(X), A> = MO y
and (C&Q A)’ = MS . 
(b) All of Bo > A 81, and /?, are strict topologies in our sense (2.1 
aboae), and the 5 bounded subsets of C,(X) are exactly the norm-bounded 
sets, 4 = P,, , P, and A . 
cc> (G(X)9 4) is a weighted space ag 5 = ,B,, (5 = /3 or PI). 
(d) Since ,& < ,B < ,B, < B1 , always M, C M, c Ms C M,, , with 
the inequalities generally strict. 
(e) The following are equivalent: (i) (C,(X), PO) is complete, (ii) 
(C,(X), /IO) is quasi-complete, (iii) X is a k’-space, i.e., each scalar valued 
function on X whose restriction to each compact set is continuous is also 
continuous. 
Proof. (a) We give here the proof only for f10 (the remainder may 
be found in [33, 82, 84, 1051. If p E Ml, let F(f) = Jf dp, f E C,(X). 
There exists an increasing sequence {Kn) of compacta such that 
1 p 1 (X\K,,) < 2--?/L. Let q(f) = sup,((l:'2"-")IlfllK,), so that q(f) < 1 
implies I F(f )I < I CL I (X) + 1; i.e., F is & continuous by Remark 3.3 
above. For the converse, if F is & continuous, it is also norm continuous, 
so by the Riesz-Markov theorem, there exists v E IM,(pX) so that 
F(f) = Jf’ dv, f E C,(X), where f ’ is the unique extension off to be 
continuous over /IX. By hypothesis, there exists a strictly increasing 
sequence {a,,> of positive numbers and an increasing sequence {K,> 
of compacta so that / F(f) < 1 for every f such that q(f) = 
supn[( lia, 11 f llK,} < 1. If f is such, J 1 f' I d I v I = sup{: ff ‘g’ dv 1: 
g E C,(X), in g /Is: < I} = sup{1 F(fg)l : g E C,(X), l/g j/T < 1). But note 
that 11 g 1113 < 1 implies q(fg) < 1, so 1 F(fg)i < 1, i.e., we have shown 
Jif’ j dl v I < 1 ifq(f) < 1. Th ere exist open sets U, in /3X containing 
K,, such that 1 v / (U,\K,,) < (l/a,,) and fiL E C,(X) such that image 
fiL' C [0, a&f,’ = 0 on K,, , f,’ = a, in p-7i\UYL . Then, 11 ftL &, = 0 ,< aj 
if 1 < j < n and /If,, lIR, < a,& < aj , j 3 n. Thus, q(f,J < 1 and 
a,, j v j (/3X\K,) < 2 for all n, hence, 1 v I ((J,“=, K,,) = 1 v 1 (PX). 
Define p to be v restricted to X. We then have F(f) = Jf’ dv = Jf dt+ 
since v vanishes outside (Jr:, K,, , and this completes the proof of (a). 
For (b), see [63, 821, and note that the proof of (c) is given at the end 
of 2.4 above for general pL . 
(d) The example of [33, p. 1251 shows M, g M, (see Example 3.8 
below). The condition iV, = MS is by [105, Proposition 3.71 equivalent 
to /3 = p, , and by [105, Proposition 3.41, (C,(X), p,) is a strong Mackey 
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space. It is easy to find even locally compact X so that (C,(X), p) is 
not a Mackey space (for example, see [23, p. 4811 or Example 3.9 below). 
A remarkable example of Haydon [44] has p,, = /3, .iV1 = M, # Ms , 
and a result of [84, Theorem 3.21 says X admits a compatible complete 
uniform structure when M, = MS . Finally [84, Theorem 3.11, 
Ms = MO iff X is a D-space in the sense of Granirer [38]; there are 
models for set theory in which every X is a D-space [38]. 
(e) Clearly (i) implies (ii), so assume (ii) holds and let the scalar 
valued function f on X have its restriction to each compact set be 
continuous. For each compact set h, there exists fA E C,(X) such that 
Ilfn /lrn < ilfll= and fA = f on A. The net (fA}, with the X’s ordered by 
inclusion, is norm (hence, PO) bounded, so E = the PO closure of the 
range of (fn} is &, complete by (ii). Also, {jA} is ,6” Cauchy, for, if u E V 
(Remark 3.3 above) and E > 0, and h, = (x E X: a(x) 3 ~‘2 lifllK>, 
then, )I, X’ > A, implies 11 r(fA -fA,)lla < E. Thus, there is g E E such 
that h + ml), and it is clear that g = f. To conclude the proof of (e), 
assume (iii) holds and let Ilfa} be a &, Cauchy net in C,(X). Since 
K < p,, , (fa} converges uniformly on compacta to anf that is continuous 
on compacta, so continuous by (iii). Suppose f is unbounded; then, there 
exists a sequence {xn} so that 1 f(~& > 2n+1, for all n. Let 
v = CL 2-“fn , where f, is the characteristic function of {xnj. Then, 
TJ E V (3.3 above), so there is CQ such that Q: > 01~ implies 
and I fol,(xn> -.fG4 = lime I fo,,(x,> -f&J1 < 2", for all n. It 
follows that / foo(xn)l > 2” f or 
Thus, f E C,(X), 
every n, which contradicts f=, E C,(X). 
and we need only show (since {f#> is /3, Cauchy) that 
f is a & cluster point of {f=). L e v -5 V, U = (g E C,(X): /Igv ljz < l}, t
and 01~ be given. There exists 01~ > 01~ such that 01 >, a1 implies 
fa, - fa E u, hence, K - lim{fti, - fa : a > CL,} E u, or fa, E f f u 
(note the fact that U is K closed was used), concluding the proof of (e) 
and also the proof of the theorem. 
THEOREM 3.5. (a) &, = fl $f M, = M, and X is Prohorov 
(M, = M, is needed here) ; 
(b) &, = p and M, = M, when X is either locally compact (here 
/3,, = Buck’s original topology) or a complete metric space or a P-space; in 
the latter two cases (C,(X), &) is a strong Mackey space; 
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(c) if X is a hemicompact k’-space or the topological sum of a family 
of hemicompact k spaces, then, (C,(X), &,) is a strong Mackey space and 
X is Prohorov. 
Proof. (a) See [82, Theorem 5.2, 441; (b) if X is locally compact, 
3.1 above and [82, Theorem 5.41 show p,, = p (hence, M, = M, , 
by Theorem 3.4(a) above). A direct proof using Summers’ definition 
of p,, (3.3 above) is more straightforward. One simply verifies directly 
that &, = Buck’s topology. To show that X is Prohorov, let H C iVl,+ 
be a weak* compact set. Since H is certainly uniformly norm bounded, 
we need only prove that H is uniformly tight, i.e., [85, Theorem 4.81, 
that II e, . p - p I/ + 0 uniformly for p E H. Here, X runs through all 
compacta, e, E C,(X) is such that 0 < e, < 1, e,, = 1 on X, and 
11 e, . p - p I/ = sup{/ J p( 1 - e,) dp i : 9) E C,(X), 11 v iIT < l}. Let E 31- 0 
be given and note that the sets [p E M,(X): 1 J (1 - e,,) dp / < c> form 
a weak* open cover of H. There exists X, , h, ,..., h, so that 
H C lJT=, (p E M,(X): [ J( 1 - e,,) d,u I < ~1. If X, = (J::“=, spt eh, and 
X 3 h, , then /I e, * p - II 11 < E, and this completes the proof that X 
is Prohorov. 
Assume now ,Y is a complete metric space and let H C M,+ be weak* 
compact, E > 0, and let HI = [p E H: p(X) 3 E>, a weak* compact set. If 
J = :PAPII :PE&), th en J is a weak* compact subset of tight 
probability measures on X and so, by [9, p. 2401, J is uniformly tight. 
But then, there is K compact in X so that 1:/j p jl p(X\K) < 
Esup[ll p 11 : p E H,}, for all p E J, hence, p(X\K) < E, all p E I-ii. This 
proof is due to Sentilles. See [82, Theorem 9.21 for the proof that PO = p 
and [33, Theorem 41 for the proof that (C,(X), p,,) is a strong Mackey 
space. 
To finish (b), suppose X is a P-space. We simply sketch the proof 
here (see [106] for details). Wheeler shows first [106, Theorem 2.11 
that M, = M, and in [106, Theorem 2.21 shows (C,(X), pa) is a strong 
Mackey space and ,&, = p. The I” trick is used, and begins by supposing 
H is a subset of M, = ,Q’T that is weak* relatively countably compact, 
but not uniformly tight. There then exists E > 0 and pairwise dis- 
joint compact (hence, finite) subsets D, and p*n E H such that 
I Pn I w\uz Q) > E and 1 pn. j (X\lJi”,r Di) < ~14, for every n. 
Since X is a P-space, the collection {Dn} is discrete [36], and there exists 
a pairwise disjoint sequence [F,,} of closed sets such that D,, C int F, 
and {F,} is also discrete. If D, = (x~,~~ : 1 < i < i,,}, there is f, in 
Cd4 such thatf,dd = w ,d(~d),fn I (X\F,) = 0, and llfn IL < 1. 
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The map T: I” ---t C,(X) defined by T(a) = Cz==, CY,~, is f10 - /3a 
continuous, so the adjoint T’: M, --+ P is weak* continuous and T’(H) 
is weak* relatively countably compact, hence, relatively norm compact. 
There is then n, such that 1 T’(~J(e,)j < e/2, n > n, , where e, = the 
nth unit vector of F. However, j T’(&(e,)j = 1 p,(f,)i > c/2, a contra- 
diction. 
(c) See [64, pp. 884-8851. 
THEOREM 3.6. Suppose X is as in the preceding. Then: 
(a) X is measure compact isfp = ,& , in which case X is realcompact 
[36] (the converse is not true). 
(b) For metrizable X, the following are equivalent: (i) X is measure 
compact, (ii) (CdX), Pd is complete, (iii) each closed discrete subspace of X 
is measure compact. 
Cc) (G(X), P) is a strong Mackey space whenever X is measure 
compact, or metrixable, or paracompact (in the latter case, /I, = /I). 
Proof. We simply give references except for a sketch of part of (c), 
which again uses the 2” trick. The proof of (a) is found in [82, Theorem 
5.6, 33, Proposition 5, 51, Theorem 3.21. A counter-example for (a) 
is in [42244]. Part (b) of the theorem may be found in [33, Theorem 71. 
The proof for (c) for X measure compact is in [82, Theorem 4.51, while 
the proof when X is paracompact was reduced by Wheeler [105, Propo- 
sition 3.81 to the case that X is metrizable. A sketch of the proof for X 
metrizable will now be given [105, Theorem 2.11; this proof uses a basic 
technique developed in [33, Theorem 41, where it is shown (C,(X), T,) 
is a strong Mackey space when X is a complete metric space (here 
,!3, = p). We assume d is a compatible metric for X and H C M, is 
relatively weak* countably compact. The I” trick appears in proving the 
assertion: E > 0, S > 0 imply there is finite Y C X such that for all 
p E H, I P I (X\N(Y, 6)) < EY where N(Y, 6) = (x E X: d(x, Y) < S>. 
If this fails for some E and’s, there exist sequences (~~1 in H and {Y,} 
finite subsets of X such that (1) Y, = IZ( , (2) / pLn 1 (X\N( Ui<,Yi , 6)) > =z, 
(3) Y, C X\N(Ui<nYi, a), and (4) I I*~ I (WY, , 61’4)) > E, all n. Let 
G,, = {x E X: d(x, Y,) < a/3), H, = IV(Y, , 61’4). Since 1 pLn ( (H,) > E, 
there is f, E C,(X) such that I/ fn [lrn < 1, f, 1 (X\G,) = 0, and 
j Sfn dpn 1 > E. Define T: I” -+ C,(X) by T(a) = Cz==, a,fn . Then, 
T is u(Zm, I’) - u(C, , MT) continuous, so T’: MT -+ li is weak*-weak* 
continuous, and T’(H) is relatively weak* countably compact in II, 
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hence, relatively norm compact. But if e, = the nth unit vector of 
P, then 1 T’(pn)(e,)I = j pn(fn)j > E, a contradiction. 
Hence, for each m and n there is a finite subset F,,, of X such that 
I P I (WW’m,, > l/2”)) < (m . 2”))l, all TV E H. If 
then S is separable and 1 p I (X\S) = 0, all p E H. Let ps be the restric- 
tion of TV to S. If (pn} is a sequence in H with a weak* cluster point 
p0 in M,(X), then 1 p0 1 (X\S) = 0 [103, p. 1831. It follows (~~~}clusters 
to pa, in A!&(S), so HI = (ps : p E H} is relatively weak* countably 
compact in A&(S). Since S is Lindelof (hence, M,(S) = A&(S) [ 103, 
P* 175l)Y Hi is (C,(S), P) q e uicontinuous. But then, H is (C,(X), /3) 
equicontinuous. 
THEOREM 3.7. (a) X is strongly measure compact q S is (T compact. 
(b) X is /3 simple when X is a hemicompact k’ space. 
(c) X strongly measure compact implies the following conditions 
are equivalent: (i) X is Prohorov, (ii) X is /3 simple, (iii) (C,(X), PO) is 
a Mackey space, (iv) (C,(X), ,Q is a strong Mackey space. 
(d) If X is a u compact metric space, the following are equivalent: 
(i) (C,(X), &,) is a Mackey space or a strong Mackey space, (ii) X is 
Prohorov, (iii) X has a compatible complete metric, (iv) X contains no 
G, subspace homeomorphic to the rationals. 
(e) The following are equivalent: (i) (C,(X), /3J is a weighted space, 
(ii) X is /? simple, (iii) X is strongly measure compact and Prohorov, and 
(iv) (when X is also the topological sum of a family (X, : 01 E A) of hemi- 
compact k spaces) A, with its discrete topology, is measure compact. 
Proof. Part (a) is found in [64, Proposition 3.41, (b) in [64, Theorem 
5.21, (c) in [64, Th eorem 2.131, and (d) in [64, Theorem 5.81, where some 
deep work of Preiss [69] is needed. Part (e) uses our Theorem 2.4 above, 
together with [64, Proposition 2.13 and Corollary 5.51. 
EXAMPLE 3.8. Let X be a non-Lebesgue measurable subset of 
[0, l] that has outer Lebesgue measure one and contains the dyadic 
points. Let pn be the atomic measure giving mass 2~” to each of the points 
k/2”, k = 1, 2, 3 ,..., and let v,, = tag - pL,+i . Then, v, --+ Oa(M! , C,), 
while (& = (1 v,-i I} converges a(Mt , C,) to an element of M,\Mt . 
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D = {pm) is a relatively weak* compact set in A& but not in M, . 
C = {vn} is relatively weak* compact in M, , but C is not uniformly tight. 
The weak* closed absolutely convex hull E of C is weak* compact in 
M, , but not uniformly tight. Thus, (C,(X), PO) is not a Mackey space 
and M, # M, . 
EXAMPLE 3.9. As remarked by Conway [23, p. 4811, there is a class 
of spaces X where the I” trick cannot be used to prove (C,(X), /3,J is 
a Mackey space, namely, the pseudocompact noncompact, but locally 
compact spaces. Such a space is the space X of ordinals less than the 
first uncountable ordinal, with the order topology. The relevant set H 
is the weak* closed absolutely convex hull of the set of measures 
$6, - 6z+1], where x E X, 6, is the point mass at x, and x is a nonlimit 
ordinal. The set H is weak* compact, but not uniformly tight. Note 
also that it is observed in [ZO, p. 771 that C,(X) does not have an approxi- 
mate identity whose range is o(Cb , M,) relatively compact and thus, 
not one which is /3 totally bounded. The latter follows from [20, Theorem 
3.101, for X is not paracompact. 
A final comment in this section seems appropriate. McKinney [59], 
employing the kernel techniques developed by Sentilles in [79-811, 
has shown that for 5 = & or p, (C,(X), 5) is a Mackey space iff it is a 
strong Mackey space. Although here the method does not work for 
5 = & [56, pp. 396-3971, it may work for 5 = p, . 
4. APPLICATIONS TO APPROXIMATION THEORY 
In this section, we discuss briefly four areas of approximation theory 
in which strict or weighted topologies have played an important part, 
namely, (1) spectral analysis of bounded continuous functions, (2) 
analytic functions, (3) two norm and Saks spaces, and (4) weighted 
approximation. 
Very little can be said about (I), although the early use of strict and 
weighted topologies was made here. We do include here several results 
along these lines; the proofs will be omitted except for the one of 
Theorem 4.4. 
DEFINITION 4.1. Let G be an LCA (locally compact Abelian group) 
that is 0 compact, and 9 be a strictly positive function in C,(G). The 
narrow topology v on C,(G) is the metric topology given by d(f, g) = 
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II df - g)llm + ) llfllc~ - Ii g /Ia 1, 5 g 6 C&3. Note that fE -f(d iff 
fm --?f(~> and ilfm /lm --f ilfh T and so one can define narrow convergence 
on non-u compact groups. It is clear that narrow convergence is strictly 
stronger than /3 convergence. 
Remark 4.2. As given above, v is akin to a weighted topology, given 
by the single weight 91. It is not a weighted topology in the sense of 2.2 
above, however, for v is not even a linear topology. Narrow convergence 
was a presager of weighted spaces and was introduced very early by 
Beurling [5] for G the real line, where he proved the remarkable 
THEOREM 4.3 (Beurling). Let f be a bounded uniformly continuous 
function on (-co, a) and let Af be the v closed linear span of the set of 
translates off. Then, Af + a, and in fact, eas E Af for some real A. 
The proof given by Beurling used complex function theory, but later, 
Koosis in [52] g ave a different and more general proof (applicable to 
arbitrary LCA’s). Her-z obtained a similar result, using /3 instead of Y, 
and we now state and prove his (weaker) 
THEOREM 4.4 (Herz). Let G be an LCA andf # 0, f E C,(G). Then, 
there exists a real h such that eiAx 9s in the /3 closed linear span in C,(G) 
of the translates qff. 
Proof. The key lemma here is (we consider C,(G) as a subset of 
L”(G)) the result that the relative u(L”, L1) and p closures for translation 
invariant subspaces L of C,(G) coincide. Given this for the moment, as 
remarked by Koosis [52, p. 1211, the usual Wiener-Tauberian theorem 
may be used to complete the argument. Koosis calls “Theorem On 
Spectral Analysis” the analog of 4.4 with f EL”, so (in view of the 
lemma), Her-z’s result is weaker than, yet similar to, both it and Beurling’s 
theorem. 
We now prove the lemma. By Buck’s theorem that (C,(G), /3)’ = 
Mb(G), regarding L1(G) as a subset of Mb(G), we need only show 
fEC,(G) andf$P 1 c osure E of L implies f $ a(L”, L1) closure of L. 
Let {r&j be a bounded approximate identity of norm < 1 for L1(G) 
consisting of qI E C,(G)+. A n easy argument verifies that ?A *g + g(p) 
for all g E C,(G) and that E is a C,(G) + *-module. Since yA *f -tf(/3), 
there is v = some 9A such that g, *f 6 v * E. By the Separation theorem 
and Buck’s theorem, there exists p E M,(G) such that (p’ *f, p) # 0, 
but <y * E, p) = 0. Let $(x) = q(--x) and $ = p * + ELM. Note 
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that if <f, #> = Jf (4 v(x) dx, then <f, #> = CT *f, P) # 0, while 
(E, #) = (p’ * E, p> = 0. The proof is concluded. 
In [37, p. 3321, use is made of /? to obtain a result in spectral synthesis. 
In connection with (2), a basic theorem in the study of analytic 
functions in a domain (which uses the theory of normal families) is 
that each uniformly bounded net of analytic functions that converges 
pointwise (such a net is said to converge boundedly) also converges uni- 
formly on compacta (and hence, converges /3). This remark enables one 
to prove easily the following basic theorem, which inspired Rubel, 
Shields, and RyfI [75,76,78] to make an extensive study of the topological 
algebra (H”(G), ,B), the b ounded analytic functions in the domain G, 
with the strict topology j3. In the theorems that follow, it is assumed that 
H”(G) separates points of G. A proof of 4.5 may be found in [76]. 
THEOREM 4.5. Let G be a domain in the complex plane and let {fu} 
be a uniformly bounded net in H”(G), f  E H”(G). The following are then 
equivalent: 
(a> fa -f(P); 
(b) fm + f  pointwise; and 
cc> fa -f(K). 
In particular, a sequence f,, + f  boundedly $f either it converges /3 or is 
uniformly bounded and converges uniformly on compacta. 
From the above theorem and Definition 4.1, (which applied here says 
fN + f  (v) iff both fm + f  (K) and jl fa I/m --j //f lim), it is seen that the 
topology v, introduced by Rubel in [75], is strictly finer than p. 
Certain other topologies were introduced in H”(G), namely, the weak 
topology cy, the bounded-weak* topology y, the Mackey topology m, 
the strongest topology T on H”(G) in which fn -+ f  (7) iff fn -+ f  
boundedly, and the mixed topology p = m(Hm, t*, t), where t* = K 
and t is the norm topology (recall 2.2 above). One of the motivations for 
these topologies is found in the following 
THEOREM 4.6. For f  E H”(G) and CL E J&(G), let (f, [PI? = Jf 4, 
where [II] E M’(G) = M(G)/N(G), with the usual quotient norm and 
N(G) = all h E M,(G) such that Jf dA = 0 for allf E H”(G). Then: 
(4 M’(G) = (H”(G), is)‘, a is the weak topology in the above 
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pairing, hence, 01 and /I have the same duals M’(G) and the same bounded 
sets (namely, the norm-bounded sets). 
lb) (H”(G), P) is semireflexive and H”(G) is the conjugate of the 
separable Banach space M’(G). 
(Cl CL + p = r = y = p,andfi # m,/3 f v,ingeneral. 
Proof. Parts (a) and (b) are proved in [76], as is the fact that z + /3. 
The first proof that p # m was given (for G = D, the open unit disc) 
by Conway in [22]. More general results of this type may be found in 
[78, p. 1721, as well as the proofs (pp. 170, 172) that /I = y and p = T. 
THEOREM 4.7. (a) A linear subspace of H”(G) is /3 closed ;sf it is 
/3 sequentially closed 
(b) The principal ideal (f) is dense in (H”(G), ,8) ;sf f is outer. 
(c) (f) is p closed $F the outer factor off is a unit. 
(d) Every fi closed ideal in H”(G) is the principal ideal generated 
by an inner function. 
Proof. See [76, 4.8, 5.1, 5.4, and 5.51. 
Rubel remarks in [75, p. 181 that perhaps the main reason for intro- 
ducing topologies on spaces of functions is for approximation problems, 
and an early result [29] says that any f defined on the bounded domain G 
is the bounded limit of a sequence of polynomials iff f has a bounded 
analytic extension to the outer boundary of G. Related results are 
discussed in [75, p. 181, where conditions are considered in which 
pointwise boundedly dense subsets E of H*(G) are strongly pointwise 
boundedly dense (which amounts to saying f E H”(G) implies there is 
{fn} in E so that fn ---f f (6) iff the same can be said with ,L? replaced by v). 
Sentilles in [80, 821 1 g a so ives (in a general setting) a fine discussion of 
sequentially defined topologies, and McKennon in [58] makes excellent 
use of what he calls the topology av(E, B), where E is the conjugate of 
some Banach space B, in which e, 4 e(av) iff 11 e, 11 + iI e 11 and e, -+ e 
pointwise on B (note that this, in case B = &I’(G) and E 1 H”(G) is 
the narrow convergence v). Finally, some general theorems related to 
these results on (H”(G), p) may be found in [86-881. 
We shall say very little about (3), not because it is unimportant, but 
simply because our interests in strict topologies lie elsewhere. However, 
it is clear that Wiweger’s interest in his mixed topologies was motivated 
largely by the two norm and Saks spaces (see [107]), for there, the basic 
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theory is built around the fact that fn --t f iff lifiL - f j/* -+ 0 and 
sup iljm jl < 03 (here one has a linear space E with a pseudonorm 
II II* and a norm I/ 11). With certain additional relations and restrictions 
assumed by Wiweger, this (what he calls) y convergence becomes a 
mixed convergence. In case E = C,(X), with X a hemicompact space, 
/If I/* = Cc==, 2-“, Artcan ilf 11% , {K,} is a base for compacta in X, 
i\f Iln = sup{1 f(x)] : x E k’,), and llfll = sup(lf(x)[ : x E Xl, then 
m(E> II II*, II II) = Po and p,, = /Ia+ = the finest LCS topology on E 
for which fn --t f iff f, -+ f (y) (see [107, Theorems 2.6.1 and 3.1, 80, 
p. 5331). A similar convergence is discussed in [40, pp. 166-168, 1701. 
The final application in this section (where weighted topologies play 
the primary role) involves the weighted approximation problem for 
modules, which extends the classical Bernstein approximation problem 
in much the same sense that the Stone-Weierstrass theorem contains 
the classical Weierstrass theorem. (An excellent survey of much of 
this theory may be found in [65, 931.) The first theorem below indicates 
somewhat the interesting role of (C,(X), &) as a predictor of results to 
be expected in the weighted spaces (E, , wy), where V is a Nachbin 
family on X, and wy is assumed to be Hausdorff (see 2.2 above). The 
results we list are the most important ones with respect to their contri- 
butions to a solution of the weighted approximation problem. 
THEOREM 4.8. (a) If V d ominates U = all characteristic functions 
of compacta and X is a k’ space, then (E,. , q,) is complete; 
(b) $X is locally compact and C(X)+ dominates V, then (Ev , wy)’ = 
V - Mb(X), the extreme points of V,.O are given by (hv(x) 6, : x E coz v, 
IhI = l},eachvEV,andV,Oisthepolarof V, = (fEEV:l)vfIl, < 1) 
in (E, , wr)’ and V,.O = v . B, where B is the closed unit ball in iL!l[,(X). 
Proof. For (a), see [89, Corollary 3.71 and for (b), see [90, Theorems 
3.1, 4.5, 4.61. 
The result in [I 8, Theorem 3. l] that (C,(X), PO) has (when X is 
locally compact) the approximation property of Grothendieck has been 
extended to the general case in [33, Theorem lo] and to the spaces 
(Ev , wy) in [6, 71. A particularly important result, namely Bishop’s 
generalized Stone-Weierstrass theorem [37], has been extended and 
generalized in many directions. We state now some of these results; 
a definition is needed first. 
DEFINITION 4.9. A subset K of C,(X) is antisymmetric for a subset B 
of C,(X) if f E B implies f j K . is constant whenever f / K is real valued. 
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THEOREM 4.10 (Bishop-Glicksberg). Suppose X is locally compact, 
A is closed subspace of (C,(X), B), and B is a subset of C,(X) (which we 
may, without loss of generality, assume to be a p closed subalgebra) such 
that BA g A. Then: 
(a) Every antisymmetric for B is contained in a maximal such, and 
the collection X, of maximal antisymmetric sets for B forms a closed pairwise 
disjoint cover of X. 
(b) If f E C,(X) and f I K is in the /3 closure of A 1 K for every 
KE.G$, thenfEA. 
Proof. See [37, p. 3301. 
As is pointed out by Glicksberg [37, p. 3321, the above Theorem 4.10 
yields a nice generalized Stone-Weierstrass theorem for (C,(X), /3), 
namely, 
THEOREM 4.1 I. Let X be locally compact, A a /3 closed selfadjoint 
subalgebra of C,(X) that separates points of X. Then, A = C,(X). 
Proof. In Theorem 4.10, take B = A and note that any antisym- 
metric set for A is a singleton. Now, A I 1x1 = all constants, so 
A = C,(X). 
Before proceeding to a discussion of the weighted approximation 
problem, we need several definitions. 
DEFINITION 4.12. Let X be a completely regular T, space, let A 
be an algebra of continuous complex valued functions on X that contains 
the constants, let V be a Nachbin family on X (see 2.2 above), and let W 
be a linear subspace of E, that is also an A-module. 
(a) The weighted approximation problem [65, 661 asks for a descrip- 
tion of the closure cl IV in (E, , We,); in particular, by a localization of 
the weighted approximation problem relative to a pairwise disjoint 
closed cover x of X, we mean that f E cl W iff f I K belongs to the 
closure of IV 1 K in (E,:, , a~~~,~), for every K E ST. 
(b) W . I I, 61 1s oca i-a e under A (in the sense of Nachbin) when the 
localization is possible relative to x1 , where xi = all N equivalence 
classes, with x N y iff a(x) = a(y), all a E A. 
(c) The bounded case of the weighted approximation problem 
occurs when each a E A is bounded on the support of each v E V. 
(d) W is A-localizable whenever cl W in (E,, , wV) is precisely 
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(BEE,: KE~?~, v E Y, and E > 0 implies there is w E W such that 
sup{v(x) If(x) - w(x) j : x E K} < E}. Here, L%?, is the collection of 
maximal antisymmetric sets for A. 
With these definitions, we now can state the major results on weighted 
approximation. 
THEOREM 4.13. (a) If A is selfadjoint, then W is A-localizable aJ7 
W is localizable under A and hence, W is A-localizable in the bounded 
selfadjoint case. 
(b) W is always A-localizable in (C,(X), &,) in the bounded case. 
(c) If X is locally compact and V is a Nachbin family dominated 
by C(X)+, then W is A-localizable in the bounded case. 
(d) In general, W is A-localizable in the bounded case (even if A is 
not seljadjoint). 
Proof. The first part of (a) follows from the definitions and the second 
part was proved by Nachbin in [66, p. 2951. 
Part (b) is Summers’ result for the space (E, , wv) = (C,(X), PO), 
with V as in 3.3 above, and a proof is found in [92, Theorem 3.11. 
The proof of part (c) is due to Prolla and is found in [70, p. 2841. (d) The 
proof for this best possible result, at least for the bounded case of the 
weighted approximation problem, is due to Summers [95, Theorem 2.11. 
Remark 4.14. Note that the results (b)-(d) above include 
Theorem 4.10. To see this, suppose X is locally compact, A is a p 
closed subspace of C,(X), and B is a ,L3 closed subalgebra of C,(X) so 
that A is a B-module. Since X is locally compact, p,, = /3 by 3.5 above. 
Applying (b), we know A is B-localizable in (C,(X), /3), and this is 
precisely the statement (b) of 4.10. To see that (c) implies 4.10, let 
V = C,,(X)+, so that (E, , wv) = (C,(X), /3). 
Theorem 4.13 (d) is an extremely general result of the Stone- 
Weierstrass type that subsumes many noteworthy results. For example, 
since (G(X), PO> is a weighted space, recent approximation results 
[33, p. 134; 35, p. 470; 92, p. 971 are corollaries. Finally, Summers (to 
appear) has succeeded, just as Nachbin did for the selfadjoint case, in 
using his theorem to establish a more general criterion of A-localizability 
called the analytic case [65, p. 911. Th is is the situation where there 
exist subsets G(A) of A and G(W) of W such that (i) the subalgebra 
of A generated by G(A) is compact-open dense in A, (ii) the A-sub- 
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module of W generated by G( IV) is wy dense in W, and (iii) u E V, 
a E G(A), w E G(W) implies there exists N > 0, ,8 > 0 such that 
I w(x)1 f4x) < c& -BM~)~ for all x E X. Note that these three conditions 
clearly hold for A and W in the bounded case, and Summers’ result 
is: W is always A-localizable in the analytic case of the weighted approxi- 
mation problem. 
5. SOME NONCOMMUTATIVE RESULTS 
As expected, this section is devoted to generalizations to not necessarily 
commutative settings of previous theorems on strict, weighted, and 
mixed topologies on function spaces. The first known result of this type 
(with applications to extensions of C*-algebras) is Busby’s [15], where 
he notes that if M(A) is the double centralizer algebra of the C*- 
algebra A and (we regard A as an ideal of M(A)) p is given (for x E M(A)) 
by the seminorms x + max(lj ax //, 11 xa II), a E A, then, (M(A), 8) is a 
complete locally convex topological algebra containing A as a /I dense 
ideal, and M(A) is the largest subalgebra of A” (the bidual of A under 
Arens multiplication) containing A as a two sided ideal. Note that we 
can require a to be in V = the positive elements of A, and this is a cone 
in A and so might be regarded as a Nachbin family of weights (when 
A is Abelian, so that A = C,,(S), then these weights are continuous 
and vanish at a). The fact that M(A) = {CC E A”: XVU Vx C A} is the 
above one that M(A) is the idealizer of A in A”. Thus, one sees that 
(M(A), P) is a “weighted” space. As remarked earlier, Buck [13] shows 
(M(A), p) = (C,(S), j3) when A = C,(S). From another point of view, 
M(A) is the (Grothendieck completion of (A, /3 / A) [15, Proposition 3.5 
and 3.6, or 571, and a comprehensive study of various completions of 
more general A and their relation to the regularity of Arens multipli- 
cation on A” may be found in [57]. 
A somewhat more general setting, at least in some respects, is found 
in [19, 85, 87, 881, where one studies a “left strict” topology on a left 
Banach A-module E (here, A is a Banach algebra with bounded approxi- 
mate identity). For x E E, x 4 /I ax I(, a E A, gives a defining family for /3, 
and so /3 is akin to a weighted topology, and generalizes the case (C,(S), j3) 
by taking A = C,(S) and E = C,(S). Some interesting new techniques 
are developed and used in [85] (based upon the Cohen-Hewitt factori- 
zation theorem), and almost all of Buck’s basic results about /3 are 
generalized, including 
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THEOREM 5.1. Let E be a left Banach A-module, with /3 the left strict 
topology. Then: 
(a) (E, p)’ = E’ . A. 
(b) The /3 equico~tinuous subsets of (E, 8)’ are those norm 
bounded sets H in E’ . A such that 11 x’ * e, - x’ /I + 0 uniformly for 
x’ E H(x’ * a(x) = x’(ax)), where {e,} is a bounded approximate identity 
for A). 
(c) When A = C,(S) and M(A) = E = C,(S), then E’ . A = 
M,(S) = M,(S) and in th is case, (b) is exactly Conway’s result that H 
is /3 equicontinuous t# it is norm bounded and unrformly tight. 
(d) The left strict topology p is the strict topology in our sense 
[SO, Theorem 2.21, i.e., /3 = /3’. 
In [Theorem 5.11, Sentilles obtains in this general setting of a left 
Banach A-module E a sufficient condition for (E, /3) to be a Mackey 
space (which also uses the 1” trick and yields the Le Cam-Conway 
result when A = C,(S), E = C,(S), and S is o-compact). Shapiro, 
motivated by the above, shows in [87] that every linear subspace of E 
having p compact unit ball is a conjugate Banach space whose bounded 
weak* topology = /3, an extension to left Banach modules of some of 
the work in [17, 861. 
The rest of this section reverts (except for some remarks at the end 
on r(K)) back to “two sided” strict topologies on M(A), A a C*-algebra, 
as defined by Busby. The first efforts here are those of Taylor [98], 
where he extends many of the results previously known for the Abelian 
case A = C,,(S). 
THEOREM 5.2. Let A be a C*-algebra, with M(A) its double centralizer 
algebra, p the strict topology on M(A) defined by A (see thejrst part of 3, 
and let {e,} be a positive bounded approximate identity of norm < 1. Then: 
(a) (M(A), p)’ = M(A)’ * A = A * M(A)’ E A’ . A = A . A’. 
lb) H C (M(A), PI’ is P q e uicontinuous isf H is norm bounded and 
6 . x’ + x’ * e, - e, - x’ . eA -+ x’ uniformly for x' E H. 
(c) p = /3’, so /3 is strict in the sense of Definition 2.1. 
(4 (WA)7 P> ’ is a Mackey space (resp. strong Mackey space) ifJ A 
is the subdirect sum [71] of C*-algebras A, such that (M(A,), &) is a 
Mackey space (resp. a strong Mackey space). 
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(e> w-w~ P) is a strong Mackey space if either A has a countable 
approximate identity, or A = C,(S) and S is locally compact paracompact, 
or M(A) = A”. 
(f) M(A)’ = (M(A), P)’ 0 Al, where Al is the annihilator of A 
in M(A)‘. 
Proof. All the above (except (f)) are found in [98, Theorems 2.1, 
2.6, Corollaries 2.3, 2.7, 3.31. The proof of (f) is in [loo, Corollary 2.71. 
It is of interest to note that the 1” trick is used in the proof of(e). 
EXAMPLE 5.3. if A = C,(S), with S locally compact, it is known 
[18, Theorem 4.11 that il has a countable approximate identity iff S 
is 0 compact. Thus (d) and ( e a ) b ove together generalize the Conway- 
Le Cam result to this non-Abelian setting. 
EXAMPLE 5.4. Let 1;2 be the C*-algebra of compact operators 
in the Hilbert space H, in which case M(A) is both A” and all bounded 
operators in H. In fact, M(A) = A” if A is a subdirect sum of As’s 
with each A, the compact operators in a Hilbert space H8 [57]. 
The importance of approximate identities to a study of strict topologies 
can be clearly seen in some of the above theorems. It becomes even more 
apparent in the following theorems, where not only the existence, but 
the type of approximate identities is crucial. For the sake of simplicity, 
we again restrict ourselves to the C”-algebra setting. 
DEFINITION 5.5. Let A be a C*-algebra with an approximate identity 
(eA : X E A> such that e, >, 0 and 11 e,, 11 < 1. Then, 
(a) (e,> is canonical [20] provided Xi < h, implies eA1e,, = eA 
(this generalizes to this non-abelian case the notion introduied id 
[18, p. 1581). 
(b) {e,} is well behaoed if in addition to being canonical, it also 
satisfies the condition: Xi < h, < h, <: ..., h E fl implies there is N 
such that m, n > N implies eheA = e,,e,, . 
totally bounded provided the range of [e,,} is p totally 
THEOREM 5.6. (a) If A is the subdirect sum of F-algebras each 
with a well-behaved approximate identity, then A has one. 
(b) If A has either a countable or series [l, p. 5271 approximate 
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identity, or zf A = C,(S) with S paracompact, then A has a well-behaved 
approximate identity. 
(c) If A has a well-behaved approximate identity, then: (i) ;f(f,,) is 
a sequence in M(A)’ that converges weak* to zero, then if,“} is uniformly 
tight and converges weak * to zero (note each f E M(A)’ is uniquely repre- 
sentable as f = f O + f I, with f” E (M(A), /?)’ and f 1 E Al; see 5.2 (f) 
above); (ii) (M(A), fl) is a strong Mackey space; (iii) (M(A), /3)’ is weak* 
sequentially complete; and (iv) if X is a Banach space and T is a bounded 
linear map from X to M(A) such that T(X) + A = M(A), then there is 
X such that (1 - e,) M(A)(I - e,,) = (I -- eA) T(X)( 1 - e,J. 
Proof and Remarks. All of the proofs are found in [99], as well as 
a discussion of how these results relate to others. We will sketch only 
one of them, namely, (c, i). This result generalizes from the com- 
mutative case a result of Conway [24, Theorem 2.21, who used the 1” 
trick. 
Proof of Theorem 5.6 (c, i). It is clear that we may assume 11 f,O iI < 1 
for all n. If {f,“} is not uniformly tight (i.e., not ,&equicontinuous), 
there is E > 0 so that sup% Ij( 1 - e,) f,“( 1 - e,))ll > 4~, for all h. We can 
then define sequences n, < n2 < n3 < *** and hi < h, < h, < .*a 
such that IIU - eA,)f&(l - eAk)l/ 2 4~ and II eAh+lfZkeAk+l -fZ, II < E. It 
then follows that 
For each k choose b, = bk* in the unit ball of A such that 
Ilfnkb=~k+l - Ed,) hhk+, - edIll 3 E. 
Define ax: = (eAzk+, - e&d b2k(eA,,,, - eA2,), and let gk = fil,, . Then we 
have (1) 1 g,(a,)l > E, (2) ajak = 0 if j # k, (3) for each X there exists 
N such that a&, = 0 for k 3 N. Let 01 = (01~) E l”, and note by (2) 
and (3) that (C”= k i a&) is uniformly bounded and p Cauchy and hence, 
converges p to T(E) = Cz=‘=, “$k , since (M(A), p) is complete [15, p. 831. 
T is a bounded operator from 1” to M(A), so T’: M(A)’ + (I”)’ exists 
and { T’(gk)) converges weak * to zero. A basic result of Phillips says 
lim m+n IX,“=, I T’(g#,)l = limm+m C,“=, I g,(a,)l = 0 uniformly in k, 
where S, is the Kronecker delta function. Thus, there is m such that 
I gnt(am)l G Cr=‘=, IgnL(ap)l < 5 and this contradicts (I), so {f,“} is 
uniformly tight. To complete (c, i), note {f,O> is fl equicontinuous and 
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converges pointwise on the /3 dense subset A of M(A). Thus, {f,“> 
converges weak* to zero, concluding the theorem. 
Some final informal remarks concerning other results now complete 
this section. Phillips’ theorem that c,, is not complemented in I” follows 
readily from Taylor’s work [99, Corollary 3.71 or Conway’s [24, 
Theorem 3.51, as does a fine result of Bade on interpolation [2, Theorem 
1.11. In [loo], T yl a or ( using the strict topology) characterizes the con- 
jugate space of a maximal full algebra of operator fields and develops 
a noncommutative analog of the theory of interpolation for function 
algebras. In [20], an extensive study is made of various kinds of approxi- 
mate identities on C*-algebras. In particular [20, Theorem 3.101, it is 
shown that A = C,(S) has a p totally bounded approximate identity 
iff S is paracompact, and examples are given that seem to indicate that 
no clear connection exists between p totally bounded and well-behaved 
approximate identities. Fontenot in [30-321 has extended many results 
in topological measure theory to the present context of (M(A), /3), 
including proper generalizations of results about tight, r-additive and 
o-additive functionals on M(A). In a series of pepers [53, 54 and others 
submitted], Lazar and Taylor develop and study a noncommutative 
analog of the topological algebra of complex valued continuous functions 
on a locally compact space S, with the compact-open topology K, denoted 
by them (r(K), K). H ere K is Pedersen’s ideal of the C*-algebra A, K is 
the kappa topology with seminorms (X E r(K)) x + max(lI kx // , // xk I;), 
KE K, and r(K) is the double centralizer algebra of K. Their work 
includes (aside from the expected generalizations from the Abelian 
case) a spectral theory and functional calculus for r(K), a study of 
derivations of r(K), and a Dauns-Hoffman theorem for r(K). 
This author is attempting to develop a noncommutative theory of 
weighted spaces, based upon J’(K) as the analog of the continuous scalar 
valued functions. For example, it is fairly easy to see how such a theory 
might start: We let V be a “Nachbin family” in r(K)+ (== the positive 
cone of r(K)) and E,, = all x E r(K) such that XV u Vx C A, wy the 
topology whose seminorms are (x E EY) x -+ max(li yx II,11 xy iI), y E V. 
If I’ = Kf, then (E,, cl+) = (T(K), K); if V = A+, (E, ) WV) = 
(M(A), /3), and if V is the set of nonnegative constants (= the cone 
generated by the identity of r(K)), then (E, , wV) = (A, jl 11). Each of 
these spaces (E, , my) is a Hausdortf topological algebra that generalizes 
from the Abelian case A = C,(S) (resp.) the spaces (C(S), K), (C,(S), ,8), 
and C,,(S). Note in these examples that V C r(K)+ and so consists of 
“continuous” weights. To emulate the commutative theory of weighted 
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spaces of functions one wants to allow u.s.c. not necessarily continuous 
nor bounded objects. Recently, Pedersen [68] has defined (in the non- 
commutative setting) the “real” lower semicontinuous elements of A” 
as the set Am of operators in A” that can be approached weak* from below 
by selfadjoint operators of the form x + 01, with x E A and 01 real. Then, 
A, = -Am is the set of bounded U.S.C. operators and Am n A,, = the 
selfadjoint part of M(A) (Th eorem 2.5). Thus, a method exists for 
studying weighted spaces E, in r(K) arising from Nachbin families 
of bounded U.S.C. operators. However, at least for now, no reasonable 
method seems available for lifting the boundedness restriction on the 
members of V, so that V would be simply a Nachbin family of U.S.C. 
“operators” and E, would be all x E J’(K) so that xv and vx are bounded 
and vanish at 00, for all v E V. 
6. CONCLUSION 
The preceding account of these topologies and their applications is 
quite sketchy, and many important results (particularly those of the 
Buchwalter school) are either omitted or touched upon only briefly. 
Credit may not always be given to the proper person (through our 
ignorance). Another very serious defect inherent in a short survey paper 
is the fact that many important techniques and proofs are left out, for 
such proofs and techniques often yield more information than the 
theorems themselves. The set theory and cardinality problems intrinsic 
in discussions of measure compactness and realcompactness were simply 
avoided in our survey, and various results on vector-valued measures 
that utilize strict topologies [6-7, 8, 13, 14, 44, 104, etc.] were not 
emphasized. Again, our definition of strict topology may well be open 
to criticism, as being too general and nonfunctional. It is hoped that an 
expanded version of this paper (in preparation) will correct most of 
these deficiences. 
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